
Coptic Rules for summer 2019 

The following are what the servants from the churches of St. Mina, St. Mary, St. Mark, Pop Kyrillos, St. 

George, Arch angel, and St. Pishoy agreed for this summer during the meeting on Saturday 3/23/2019. 

Since it is for a short period to learn so we all was making sure to have an easy curriculum. 

 

➢ K.G: 

The child has to learn how to say the following: 

1- The cross sign p. 25 

2- The alphabet letters song p. 20 

3- The meaning of all the words p.21,22,23 

4- To answer the question of what is your name in Coptic p.24 

5- To say the verse of “God is love” in Coptic, and the new Coptic verse of the new curriculum 

theme from the website when it is available. 

 

 

➢ 1st&2nd: 

The child has to learn the following: 

1- The alphabet letters song p. 25 

2- To know the meaning of the words p 26, 27, 28 

3- To memorize ½ our father in Coptic ( from areten en emepsha until meef nan emfo-oo)” our 

daily bread” p. 29 

4- To do and say the cross sign 

 

 

➢ 3rd&4th: 

The child has to learn the following: 

1- The alphabet letters song, the sounds of the letters, and the general information p.29 

2- P.30 is cancelled 

3- To learn the Jinkim only second table p. 31 

4- To know the conversations p.32 ( to choose the meaning in English from Coptic) 

5- To memorize the family members for matching question p. 34 

6- To say the cross sign and to answer what is your name in Coptic for oral test p.33  

7- P. 35 is cancelled 

8- To learn the indefinite grammar only p.36, 37 

9- To memorize and say all “our father” in Coptic. And the cross sign p. 38 

 

 

 

 



➢ 5th&6th: 

The children have to learn the following: 

1- The general information for a multiple choice question 

2- To write the letters and its sounds only( no sound grammar and the words for practice) there is 

a mistake found in the sounds of the letters (epsilon- o if it comes after o- and janja- G, and J 

should be switched- ) please notice when teaching. 

3- To memorize alleluia this is the day, and the verse of “ let your words be…” and add the new 

verse when available online. 

4- To write the conversations as a translate into Coptic question 

5- To match the first seven abbreviations 

6- To choose the write article for the grammar of preposition( of) 

7- To say the cross sign 

 

 

➢ 7th&8th:  

The child has to learn the following; 

1- The general information for multiple choice question 

2- To write the letters and its pronunciations with grammar- there is a mistake has been found in 

the letters “epsilon- second sound should be o if it comes after o, and letter Ganga- switched 

the G and J sounds” please watch when you teach. 

3- To memorize the cherubim worship you, and the verse of” let your word..” and the new theme 

verse in Coptic from the website when available. 

4- To write the conversations in Coptic as a translation into Coptic. 

5- Matching the abbreviations 

6- Choose the write article for the grammar of the preposition. 

7- To say the cross sign 

 

 

➢ H.S: 

The student has to learn the following: 

1- The general information for multiple choice question 

2- To write the letters and its pronunciations with grammar- there is a mistake has been found in 

the letters “epsilon- second sound should be o if it comes after o, and letter Ganga- switched 

the G and J sounds” please watch when you teach. 

3- To memorize the cherubim worship you, and the verse of” let your word..” and the new theme 

verse in Coptic from the website when available. 

4- To write the conversations in Coptic as a translation into Coptic. 

5- Matching the abbreviations 

6- Read a text from the introduction of the doxology. 

 

 



➢ Collage English:  

The candidate should learn the following: 

1- The general information p. 25 in between the tables 

2- To write the conversation in Coptic p.26, and 28 ( the pronunciation of letter key is cancelled) 

3- To choose the right article for the past tense only p.27 

4- Practice the words in past tense p. 28 

5- P.29 is cancelled 

6- To know the numbers 1- 100 only from first table at p. 30 

7- The days of the week only in second table from p. 31 

8- To say the cross sign and “ our father” in Coptic p. 32 

 

➢ Families and Arabic: 

The candidate has to learn the following: 

1- The general information, the letters and its sounds with the grammar- the words are for practice 

only p 22- 24 

2- P.25,26,27  are cancelled 

3- To learn the preposition grammar  أدوات الربط p.28 

4- P.29 is cancelled 

5- To memorize and say “our father” n Coptic 

6- To read ten-chisi emmo نعظمك يا أم النور p. 30 

 

❖ The test will be on Saturday 6/29/2019 starts from 9:00 am. 

9:00- 10:30                           K.G 

11:00- 12:30                         1st&2nd 

12:30 – 1:30                         3rd& 4th  

1:30- 2:30                            5th&6th  

 2:30- 3:30                          7th&8th & H.s 

3:30- 4:30                           Collage& Arabic 

❖ The results must be send to bason Hany by 7/11/2019 


